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Preliminary nature damage assessment after hurricane Irma 

and Maria  

Sint Eustatius has been hit by two hurricanes in a period of two weeks in September 2017. In the early 

morning of 6 September Irma, coming from the Northeast, passed the island. On 19 September 

hurricane Maria struck Sint Eustatius. Only this time the direction was different: the storm system came 

from the Southeast. Maria was also brought more rain than Irma. 

With this report Sint Eustatius National Parks Foundation (STENAPA) presents the damage assessments 

of both Irma and Maria in one new report. This gives insights in to the magnitude and scope of both 

incidents. You will see the different impacts of both storms on land as well as under water. We need to 

decide, based on this new report and given the financial possibilities, which topic needs further 

investigation and more thorough assessment.  

Like the first report about Irma, this second report will be sent to the board of STENAPA, Public Entity of 

Sint Eustatius, Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance (DCNA), Ministry of Economic Affairs and WWF 

Netherlands. A summary document will go to the press. The next step is that the Caribbean Netherlands 

Science Institute (CNSI) will work with STENAPA on a financial damage assessment based on the loss of 

ecosystem services (nature, tourism and the fall in income due to lower demand for trail and dive tags). 

This report has been written by STENAPA director Clarisse Buma based on input and data from staff, 

interns, volunteers and other nature conservationists on the island. 

 

I. OFFICE STENAPA  

 

  IRMA MARIA  
Location  Baseline 

data 
available  

No damage/minor/ major 
damage, destroyed  

No damage/minor/ major 
damage, destroyed 

 

Office Gallows 
Bay  

 No damage  No damage   

Yard Office   Minor damage 
 
Big Welcome sign down  

Minor damage 
 
Some additional damage, fallen 
branches and trees without 
leaves 

 

Workshop 
Gallows Bay  

 No damage No damage  

Patrol Boat   No damage No damage  

Dingy   No damage No damage  
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II. NATIONAL TERRESTRIAL PARK (QUILL/BOVEN)            

 

Quill  

The Quill National Park is a dormant volcano. The park boundaries include the crater and the inner and 

outer slope above 250m. The vegetation on the outer slope of the Quill is mainly thorny woodland. On 

the northwestern (NW) slopes from 250m above sea-level, the vegetation changes from thorny 

woodland to semi-evergreen seasonal forest. The floor of the crater is 273m above sea level, here you 

find evergreen seasonal forest, which is closely related to a tropical rain forest. The overall picture after 

the two hurricanes is that there was major damage to the Quill. At the same time STENAPA found the 

first proof of recovery. Branches and trees have already started to produce new leaves. It shows the 

enormous resilience of nature. However, it is unknown how long it will take to come back to the 

situation before Irma and Maria.   

  IRMA MARIA    
Location  Baseline 

data 
available  

 
No damage/minor/ major 
damage, destroyed  

 
No damage/minor/ major 
damage, destroyed 

 

Outer NW 
slope and 
inner SE slope 

yes/no Major damage 
 
Tree coverage looks 
grey/brownish, 80 to 90% of 
the trees have dropped their 
leaves. With the eye you see 
snapped trunks 

Little additional damage 
 
 

 

Outer slope 
(SE  visible 
from 
Bot.Garden) 
Inner slope 
NW  

 Minor damage 
 
Outer slope: completely 
green. Inner slope: green, but 
many branches on the slope 

Minor damage 
 
Little additional damage. 
 

 

Crater floor  2/3 minor damage, 1/3 major 
damage 
 
It is clearly visible where the 
wind has affected the crater. 
The floor closest to the SE 
slope is heavily damaged with 
fallen trees, broken trunks, 
leaves all over and the shade 
has gone. The floor closest to 
the NW inner slope is 
relatively good. 

No new data available  
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Main Quill 
trail 

 Minor damage/ major damage  
 
20 trees were uprooted having 
fallen over the main Quill trail. 
Many more trees with 
snapped trunks and hundreds 
heavy branches lying over the 
main Quill trail. Path covered 
with leaves, sometimes 
difficult to find the trail. Trail 
not safe. 
Clearing activities on 11/12 
sept with Dutch marines.  

Minor damage/ major damage 
 
Additional damage, more trees 
down. At the same time branches 
start to leaf out. 
Big sign down at entrance of trail. 
Plus information board down. 
 
Again clearing activities by Dutch 
marines. 
 

 

Crater trail  Minor damage/ major damage 
 
No problems on trail until 
center. Advice not to continue 
further, too much damage 

Major damage  
 
Trail is blocked by fallen trees and 
branches making it impossible to 
see the path. Any dangerous 
drops off the side of the trail can 
not be seen.  

 

Due to technical problems the baseline data of the National Terrestrial Park were not accessible 

NOTE: The 2nd part of the Main Quill trail and the Crater trail are so heavily damaged, that it will take at 

least 10 days to repair this with 3 people per day. We need chain saws. As a tourist product the Main 

Quill trail has lost part of it charm temporarily, because of the massive damage to the trees and because 

there is no shade anymore. The status of the crater floor after Maria is not known, because it is 

impossible to reach the crater. 

Background information: 

In general one can say that trees that lose their leaves due to a hurricane are not necessarily dead. Trees 

can lose most or all their leaves in a hurricane. This means that the tree is temporarily unable to 

photosynthesize (produce food) and store energy. It still has a lot of energy stored in the roots. With 

time, the tree will produce new leaves which are a sign of recovery. Losing leaves might even be a good 

strategy, helping the tree to better resist winds.  The advice is to wait and you will see that most of the 

trees will leaf out in a few months. If the tree doesn’t grow new leaves it is not likely to recover. From: 

“Wind and tree: Lessons learned from hurricanes”, paper by Duryea and Kamp from University of Florida, 

2007.  
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Ranger Rupnor Redan at beginning Crater trail, blocked after Maria (photo Duncan McLeish) 

Boven (Northern Hills)  

The Boven area covers five hills, also known as the Northern Hills. The vegetation type is much dryer 

than the Quill. You find here many fewer trees than on the Quill and more lower vegetation such as 

thorny bushes (Acacia) and cacti. The assessment after Maria shows that there is additional damage. 

New thorny bushes and fallen branches are blocking trails. Since Irma the majority of gum trees in the 

higher elevations lost limbs and their leaves. Many of the cacti are snapped half way, but not uprooted. 

On the other hand, the overall picture since Maria is that the Northern Hills still look green, whereas the 

Quill has a brownish look now. 

  IRMA MARIA  
Location  Baseline 

data 
available 
 

No damage/minor/ major 
damage, destroyed  

No damage/minor/ major damage, 
destroyed 

 

Gilboa ridge 1  Minor damage  
On the trail more branches 
than leaves, cacti snapped. 

Minor/major damage  
Situation has deteriorated. 
Additional damage, thorny bushes 
uprooted. Cacti snapped. 
Vegetation still looks green. 
Sometimes branches started to 
already to leaf out 

 

Gilboa ridge 2   Minor damage 
 
On the trail more branches 
than leaves 

No data available   

Gilboa ridge 3   Minor damage 
 
Until halfway: on the trail 
more branches than leaves, 
2nd half not accessible due to 
fallen trees. 

No data available   
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Butterfly trail  Was not accessible due to 
fallen trees in the beginning of 
the trail 

Accessible, minor damage  

Venus Bay 
trail 
 

  
 

Minor damage  
 
On trail more branches than leaves. 
Handful of trees down over the trail. 
Not an unusual amount of plastics 
and debris on Venus Bay beach. 

 

Due to technical problems the baseline data of the National Terrestrial Park were not accessible 

 

 

   

Additional debris after hurricane Maria in Northern Hills blocking trail to Gilboa Ridge 1 

 

Situation after Irma: Broken cacti Gilboa Ridge 1 (foto: Hanne Kuhdahl) 
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Outside the terrestrial parks  

Lesser Antillean Iguanas 

The local iguana (Lesser Antillean Iguana, Iguana Delicatissima), is the largest animal on land and an 
endangered species. Only a few islands in the Caribbean are home to this species. The local iguana is 
under threat due to loss of habitat, fragmentation of habitat, predation and an invasion of the Green 
Iguana. Earlier this year STENAPA was involved in a EU BEST population assessment; the results were to 
be published soon. This population assessment is highly likely not accurate anymore. 
Due to Irma the habitat of the iguana might be changed. Iguanas are herbivores and are largely 
dependent on leaves and fruits. Now that the trees have dropped their leaves, the iguanas have no 
food, nor protection and coverage from trees. This could mean that the hot spots have changed. It could 
also mean that potential hotspots of hybrid iguanas (crossbreds) or green iguana’s have changed.  
On the other hand: the first impression of STENAPA staff in the weeks after Irma and Maria is that the 
iguanas probably have not been heavily affected. During several iguana patrols there have been 
numerous sightings and resightings of young ones and adults, one of them was the big iguana that lives 
near the crater rim, a habitat that is now major destroyed. However, STENAPA is unsure about the 
health of the population in the long run due to loss of food and shelter.  
Besides, resightings are now easier, because of the lack of leaves. This could affect the number of 
resightings, but it is highly likely not a realistic number. 
 

  IRMA MARIA  
Location  Baseline 

data 
available  

No damage/minor/ major 
damage, destroyed  

No damage/minor/ major 
damage, destroyed 

 

Iguana 
hotspot Road 
to Zeelandia  

yes Not enough data  
 
Several resightings during 1 
patrol 

 * 

Iguana 
hotspot Road 
to English 
Quarter 

yes Not enough data 
 
Several resightings during 1 
patrol 

 
Several resightings during a night 
patrol on 22 September 

 

Iguana 
hotspot Big 
Stone Area 

yes Not enough data 
 
Several resightings during 1 
patrol 

  

Iguana 
hotspot Kings 
Well area 

yes  Several sightings and resightings 
during 1 patrol 

 

*Additional research needed to confirm that the iguana’s probably have not been heavily affected.  
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Old trees 

  IRMA MARIA  
Location  Baseline 

data 
available  

No damage/minor/ major 
damage, destroyed  

No damage/minor/ major damage, 
destroyed 

 

Bay Area No Minor damage No damage  

Zeelandia 
area 

No Minor damage No damage  

Jeems/Under 
the hill 

No Minor damage No damage  

Oranjestad 
 

No Major damage Minor damage  

Princess No Minor damage Minor damage  

Whitewall No Minor damage No damage  

 

NOTE: A total of 217 trees were seen to be damaged or destroyed during the rapid assessment after 

hurricane Irma. A district by district count which is broken down into tree size is available in Appendix II. 

During a repetition of the survey after hurricane Maria only 8 trees in total were added to the count. 

Hurricane Maria even though it stayed longer in the vicinity of St Eustatius and affected the island with 

longer bouts of high wind and heavy rain, had very little effect on the trees in town and districts. 

 

Birds/butterflies 

In general STENAPA’s first impression is that the birds are not too heavily affected.  Staff has seen only a 

few dead birds on the ground. According to Hanna Madden from Ecological Professionals (EcoPro) the 

tropicbird site on the Caribbean side of the island was unharmed by Maria. She even found a few 

occupied nests.  

After Irma and Maria there have been many sightings of Scaly-Naped pigeons in town, sitting on 

branches, not looking vivid. The habitat of these birds is typically mountain forests, such as the Quill on 

Statia. It has happened before that these pigeons come into town after a heavy storm. 

During a walk over the crater floor on 14 September (after Irma) STENAPA staff heard different birds 

now and then, but not that many as usual. It was not the overwhelming sound we are used to.  

Due to technical problems the baseline data of the National Terrestrial Park were not accessible 
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III. NATIONAL MARINE PARK  
 

Corals/sponges/seagrass 

  IRMA  MARIA   
Dive sites Baseline 

data 
available  

No damage/minor/ major 
damage, destroyed  

No damage/minor/ major 
damage, destroyed 

 

Barracuda 
Reef (23m) 

Yes Minor damage Minor damage * 

Hangover 
(17m) 

Yes Minor damage Minor damage  

Chien Tong 
(17m) - cargo 
vessel sunk in 
2004 

Yes Minor damage Minor damage  
Vessel now rests at 5m deeper 
due to sand movement, now sits 
in a V-shaped trench instead of 
on a level plane 

 

Gibraltar 
(18m) 

Yes Minor damage Minor damage  

Doobie’s Crack 
(29m) 

Yes Minor damage No damage  

Double Wreck 
(20m) - 
encrusted 
historic wreck 

Yes No damage No damage, but sand influx, 
anchors less exposed than normal 

 

Charles Brown 
(30m) -vessel 

Yes No damage Damage to wheelhouse, metal 
lying around 

 

*Additional research needed to confirm that the iguana’s probably have not been heavily affected. 

 

 
Dive site Gibraltar, broken barrel sponge after Irma (photo: Erik Houtepen) 
 
NOTE:  
The seven dive sites surveyed by the STENAPA divers have weathered both hurricanes rather well. The 
corals are unaffected, both hard and soft corals, such as sea fans. Except for damage to mostly medium 
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sized Giant barrel sponges (Xestospongia muta) the sites have maintained their cover. The Giant Barrel 
Sponge is common on Caribbean coral reefs, where it is an important spatial competitor, increases 
habitat complexity, and filters seawater (EOL online). A multi-year study of these sponges show that 
growth rates for X. Muta are variable and decreased with increasing size. The mean specific growth rate 
shown was 0.52 cm per year, but sponges grew as fast or slow as 404% or 2% year. (McMurray et al., 
2008). Studies show that Barrel sponges are able to recover 100% over time. (Gilliam et al, 2008). 
On a lot of dive sites seagrass has been accumulated; this will degrade overtime, because it is loose.  
 
After Maria a middle-sized staghorn field located in the southwest of the island (not a dive site) has 
been devastated. Only small fragments remain of what was once a reasonable sized field. This field was 
on a depth of around 10 to 15m, shallower than the seven dive sites mentioned above. A larger near 
shore field to the south of the island in the Whitewall area has not been inspected yet.  
 
Seagrass 
A survey done by PhD researcher Erik Boman on September 28 showed that the invasive seagrass 

Halophila stipulacea between 0 and 25 meters has for the most part disappeared. Whether this is due to 

seagrass being removed by the storm surge or covering by sand influx cannot be determined at this 

time.  An estimate of 70% - 95% invasive seagrass coverage pre hurricanes Irma and Maria has been 

reduced to small patches here and there and the resemblance of a desert scape. The survey covered an 

area of 80,000 m2. 2 drift dives of 1km with a visibility of 20 meters (therefore scanning 40 meters 

during dive). Seagrass is an important food source for sea turtles. 

 
Atlantic Side 
Boman on September 29th 2017 reported to the MP Manager that a discussion with several fishermen 
revealed that the Atlantic side fishing grounds has been reduced to rubble for a large part, such as coral 
fragments. The extent of the damage will be quantified in the next weeks by MP staff if weather and sea 
conditions permit. 
 

Coral gardens 

STENAPA, since July 2016 has been active in an EU coral restoration project with Sint Maarten, Saba and 

Turks and Caicos islands. Project leader is Dr. Erik Meesters from Wageningen University. The goal is to 

grow Elkhorn and Staghorn coral fragments on artificial flexible trees under water and plant them out on 

the seafloor, as soon as the corals are big enough. STENAPA had built two coral gardens, Crooks Castle 

and Jenkins Bay with in total 450 coral fragments. Results of the preliminary assessment and the 

assessment after Maria: 
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  IRMA  MARIA   
Location  Baseline 

data 
available  

No damage/minor/ major 
damage, destroyed  

No damage/minor/ major damage, 
destroyed 

 

Crooks Castle 
5m depth 

yes Minor damage 
 
4 coral ladders in total with 
repairable damage. However 
fragments have been damaged, 
will hopefully recover over time 

Gone (probably destroyed)   

Jenkins Bay 
6m depth 

yes Gone (probably destroyed) 
 
10 coral ladders not found 
Search on beach without result 

Gone (probably destroyed)  

 

Beaches and cliffs 

  IRMA  MARIA   
Location  Baseline 

data 
available  

No damage/minor/ major 
damage, destroyed  

No damage/minor/ major damage, 
destroyed 

 

Oranje Beach:  Yes Destroyed 
 
All sand has gone 
 

No additional damage   

Baby Beach  Yes Undamaged No additional damage  

Zeelandia 
Beach  

Yes No damage No additional damage  

     

Cliffs Orange 
Bay 

 Minor damage 
 
Because Irma did not bring a lot 
of rain, the erosion was limited. 
In front of STENAPA parking lot 
cliff side fell in the sea due to the 
storm surge. Loss of 1 m cliff side. 
95% of trees on and along this 
cliff lost their leaves 

No change  
 
Except for a few big boulders that 
fell on the road near parking lot 
below Kings Well resort. 

 

 
NOTE: After Irma all the sand was taken from the beach at Oranje Beach and only rocks remain for the 
time being. We cannot predict how long it will take for the beach to come back on this side, because 
there are no studies available on sand movement on the Caribbean side. The good news is that a week 
after Irma the first sand started coming back, but Maria took that little bit of sand away. Conversely 
during Irma a large volume of sand, 1-2 meters in certain areas, was deposited on Zeelandia Beach on 
the Atlantic side, covering trash, sargassum and turtle nests.  During Maria there was a greater storm 
surge and sea water came to the cliffs at Zeelandia beach. More sand was deposited at that time. 
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Orange Bay Beach after Irma, nesting ground for Hawksbill sea turtles (photo: Clarisse Buma) 

Sea turtle nests 

  IRMA  MARIA   
Location 
nests 

Baseline 
data 
available  

No damage/minor/ major 
damage, destroyed  

No damage/minor/ major 
damage, destroyed 

 

Zeelandia 
Beach 

Yes No damage Major damage  

No confirmed 
nests 
elsewhere 

    

 

NOTE: A large volume of sand had been deposited on Zeelandia beach after Irma: 1-2 meters depth on 

parts of the beach. Hurricane Maria has deposited extra sand on this beach. But contrary to what 

happened during Irma when most nests laid high up remained dry, Maria caused a storm surge which 

brought the sea right up to the cliffs. All nests laid pre-Maria appear to have been inundated by the sea. 

Survival rates of these nests are zero to extremely low. There were roughly 25 nests on Zeelandia beach. 

On average we get around 40 a year.  

The nesting area close to the dive shop at Orange which is frequented by Hawksbill sea turtles is gone 

now, but there were no confirmed nests on this beach. 

 

IV. BOTANICAL GARDEN  

The botanical garden has shown some additional damage after Maria. New branches and trees were on 

the ground. Compared to the National Parks, STENAPA has to remove all the debris, because the garden 

is not wild nature, but a cultivated park. Clearing the place up and bringing it up to par takes a lot of 

time.  
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  IRMA MARIA  
Location  Baseline 

data 
available  

No damage/minor/ major damage, 
destroyed  

No damage/minor/ major 
damage, destroyed 

 

Road to 
botanical 
garden 

 Debris and branches fallen over the 
road. Per 13 sept road 80% cleared 

Accessible, although some 
additional debris 

 

Garden 
Phase 1 & 2 

 Major damage  
 
5 trees down in phase 1, 2 trees down 
in phase 2. Numerous broken trunks, 
branches on floor 
(Clearing work started 11 Sept) 

Some additional damage 
 
Additional debris and 
fallen branches and 
snapped trunks 

 

Shade house   Destroyed No additional damage 
Clearing up has begun in 
week 39 

 

Solar panels  Major damage 
 
Two of the four solar panels were 
blown of the roof off the pavilion. Due 
to this the drip system not functioning 

No additional damage 
 
Same situation, no further 
deterioration  

 

Holding 
facility for 
iguana’s:  

 No damage 
 
Tree fell on the holding facility, but it is 
still intact. 
 

No damage   

Pavilion/tool
shed 

 No damage No damage   
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V. DIRECTIONS/REQUESTS FOR ASSISTANCE AND FURTHR RESEARCH 

Hurricane Irma has resulted in a variation of effects. Some minor, some major, some locations are not 

affected at all. In the list below we suggest further actions. 

Study’s/ research  

1. Assessment of the damages to nature in terms of financial loss with CNSI based on 
the principles of ecosystem services 

2. A study that monitors the developments and chances for complete recovery of 
ecosystems on Statia. 

Study’s/ research National Terrestrial Park  

3. Management plan/ Immediate removal of goats from the Quill and Northern Hills 
to make sure they don’t feed on the new leaves and flora and bring the recovery of 
the park in jeopardy 

4. Discuss with the EU BEST program for the Lesser Antillean Iguana the necessity for 
a new iguana population assessment, because the recent population assessment 
undertaken under the BEST project is probably not relevant anymore. 

5. In depth study about damage on the Quill/forest assessment  
 

6. Reforestation and management plan for old historical trees in Oranjestad and in 
peoples yards (see paper University of Florida). 

Study’s/ research National Marine Park  

7. Quantitative assessment of status of the reef ultimately 1 November 2017 in 
corporation with Data Monitoring Officer (CNSI). 
 

8. Thorough discussion within coral restoration project RESCQ (Wageningen 
University) about the possibilities of a relaunch 

Short term practical help  

9. Equipment: Chain saws and machetes, underwater snap shot camera Go Pro with 
underwater housing, professional regular camera with underwater housing Canon 
G10 or G12 for monitoring and recovery monitoring purposes 

 

10. Funding for tank fills for Marine team now that the dive shops cannot afford any 
longer to fill our tanks for free 

 

Help and assistance is offered by 

1. A consortium of DCNA, WWF Netherlands and the Ministry of Economic Affairs 
preparing a, Emergency Fund for the affected National Parks. Coordination is done 
by DCNA in Bonaire   

2. Agency Mac and Field Caribbean consultants along with corallita PhD candidate 
Jetske Vaas, in kind damage assessments 
 

3. John de Freitas from sister organization CARMABI (Curacao) for plant 
research/assessment flora in National Park  
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Appendix I:  

Information from prof. Dr Stephen Bush from Coastal Carolina University and member of 

STENAPA’s advisory council 

Background information: There is some relevant research on the hurricane recovery in a Caribbean 

forest.  There is a well-studied forest in the mountains of Puerto Rico that was studied before and after 

Hurricane Hugo (a Cat 4 storm).  Over half of the trees lost all of their leaves, and about 20% were 

uprooted or had their trunks snapped, and so the initial damage was very extensive (probably 

comparable to the current situation on Statia).   

However, the forest recovered quickly, and only about 7% of the trees died from the storm.  Most trees 

produced new leaves quickly.  Many downed trees, or those with their trunks broken, resprouted with 

new growth.  Different species responded differently, and some species were impacted more than 

others. 

So, the forests in the Quill and in the northern hills should recover, although there will be some 
mortality.  I do expect that many will produce new leaves, and there will be resprouting from downed 
trees, and from trees with broken trunks.  Hurricanes do produce natural gaps in the canopy; sunlight is 
able to penetrate to the forest floor in the new forest gap, providing an opportunity for new plants to 
germinate and grow.   

Unfortunately, this is another instance in which the impact of the goats can be quite severe.  The goats 
prefer new growth (just as we humans like the young leaves from a head of lettuce), and so they have a 
considerable, non-natural, impact on the natural recovery on Statia.  Actually, with all of the leaves off 
the trees, now would be an excellent time to bring the goat problem under control. 
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VI. Appendix II: Rapid assessment of damaged and uprooted 

trees Post Irma and Maria (table) 

Area 
<1 m 
diam. 

1-2 m 
diam. 

>3m 
diam. Total 

Post 
Maria 

<1 
m  

1-2 
m  >3m  Total 

                    

Lodi 3 5 2 10   2 2   4 

Gallows Bay 3 2 0 5           

Union Estate 2 3 2 7           

Oranjestad 10 12 12 34       2 2 

Rosemary Lane 4 5 2 11           

Princess 
Garden 5 4 1 10   2     2 

Mansion 4 4 1 9           

Golden Rock 8 9 5 22           

Baybrow 1 0 3 4           

Concordia 2 2 3 7           

Zeelandia 2 2 0 4           

Jeems 2 3 2 7           

Under the Hill 3 2 0 5           

Lynch 2 4 2 8           

English 
Quarter 0 0 0 0           

Big Stone 0 0 0 0           

Cherry Tree 2 2 2 6           

White Wall 9 2 0 11           

Road to Botan 4 3 5 12           

Sprott 2 0 1 3           

Lampeweg 3 3 0 6           

Sandy Road 2 0 0 2           

Playground  1 2 6 9           

Kingswell 2 0 0 2           

Condos 0 0 6 6           

Man-o-War 3 2 1 6           

Other areas 5 3 3 11           

 Totals 84 74 59 217   4 2 2 8 

  

 


